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BY
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Introduction. This note introduces a notion of decomposition for finite

groups which includes direct product and subdirect product as special cases.

First a closure operator on sets of finite groups is introduced which embeds a

given set of groups {Ga} into its "closure," denoted by {Ga} *, which is the

smallest set of groups containing {Ga} and closed under the operations of

taking finite direct products, subgroups and factor groups.

A group G is then called an in-direct product if GE {Aa} * where {.4«}

is the set of all proper subgroups and factor groups of G. Some necessary con-

ditions for decomposability are derived and it is shown, in particular, that

an in-direct product which is not a subdirect product or a factor group of

a direct product contains a normal subgroup which is an abelian /»-group.

In §2 an attempt is made to gain information about the decomposability

of a /»-group G from the knowledge that G/Z(G) is an in-direct product. It

is shown that whenever the class of G is greater than two then G is an in-

direct product if G/Z(G) is a factor group of a direct product. An example is

given which shows that this decomposition is in general nontrivial. That is,

an in-direct product is given which is neither a subdirect product, or the

factor group of a direct product.

In §3 several characterizations of those /»-groups of class two which are

not in-direct products are given.

The following notation will be used throughout without special definition :

A EB, A is a proper subgroup (subset) of B. (ci, • • • , an) is the group gener-

ated by the set [ai, • ■ • ,a„}.Thedirectproduct^4X.B= {[a,£»]|a£.<4,£>(E5}.

o(A) is the order of the group (element) A. Z(G) is the center of G. ZAG)

is defined by: Zí(G)/Zí-i(G)=Z(G/Z^i(G)) for i = 2, 3, • • • with Z(G)
— Zi(G). c(G) is the class of G.

From this point on the word "group" will mean "finite group."

1. Since it will be convenient to refer interchangeably to the notions of

subgroup, factor group and factor group of a subgroup we state:

Definition 1.1. A group A is said to be an ingroup of a group G if one of

the following holds:
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(a) A is isomorphic to a subgroup of G.

(b) A is isomorphic to a factor group of G.

(c) A is isomorphic to a factor group of a subgroup of G.

The notation A^G will be used for the above with A<G denoting that A

is an ingroup of G but A is not isomorphic with G. In this case A is said to

be a proper ingroup of G.

Lemma 1.1. The relation A^G is reflexive and transitive.

We now define the notion of closure.

Definition 1.2. Let {Aa} be a set of groups. Denote by {^40} * a set of

groups containing \Aa} and closed under the operations of taking ingroups

and finite direct products such that if 9 is a set of groups which contains

{^4a} and is closed under the operations of taking ingroups and finite direct

products then g contains {^4a}*. We shall refer to {-4«}* as the closure of

{Aa}(2).

If closure, as defined above, is regarded as a mapping defined on the set

of all subsets of finite groups then it is a closure operator in the usual sense.

That is:

Lemma 1.2. If {Aa] and {Bß} are sets of groups then:

(a) \Aa}Q{Aa}*,

(b) \Aa]**=\Aa]*and

(c) if {Aa}Q\Bß} then {Aa}*cz{Bß}*.

A natural question which arises from the definition of closure is: Can one

give necessary and sufficient conditions for {Gx} *= {G2} *, Gx and G2 arbi-

trary groups? The answer to this question is, in general, not easy. For certain

classes of groups, however, a straightforward answer may be given. It can

easily be proved for example that if Gx and G2 are abelian groups then {Gx} *

= {G2 ] * if and only if the exponent of Gx is equal to the exponent of G2, writ-

ten e(Gx)=e(G2).

One interesting fact that arises in this connection is the following: Let

Qn and Dn be the generalized quaternion(') group of order 2" and the dihedral

group of order 2" respectively.

Theorem 1.1. [Dn]*= {Qn}*.

Proof. Qn = (a, b) with o2""l=l, &2 = a2"^and bab-l = a-\ Dn = (g, h) with

g2" =h2 = l, hgh~1 = g~1. In both of these cases «^3. The theorem will be

proved by showing that DnQ [ Qn] * and QnQ {Dn} *. It will then follow from

Lemma 1.2 that [Dn\ *= {Qn} *."

Let 77= (c) with c4=l. Let G = QnXH and let N=([b2, c2]). Clearly

(2) Graham Higman in a recent paper [l ] has studied sets of groups with the property

of being closed in the sense defined above.

(3) Zassenhaus [2, p. 147 ].
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N<¡G since b2EZ(Qn). Let Gi = G/iV=([<i, l]iV, [b, l]N, [l, c]N). Now
consider a subgroup of GOT) = ([a, 1 ]N, [b, c]N) and we will now show that

D^Dn.

It is clear that ([a, l]N)2" '=([è, c]iV)2 = 1. Also [b,c]N[a, l]N[b,c]~lN

= [bab~1, i]N=[arl, l]N=([a, l]N)~K Hence the generators of D satisfy

the same relations as the generators of Dn, and the mapping

g - [a, 1]N

h -> [b, c]N

induces a homomorphism of Dn onto D. But suppose that for some element

h"g»EDn,

*-j»-*[l, l]N.

Then [W, ca]EN. Hence l\a and 2"-1l|8. Therefore «ag^ = l and the map-

ping is an isomorphism. Hence D„ E {Qn \ *.

Let 77 be as above and consider R = DnXH. Clearly RE{Dn}*. Let

RDS=([g,l],[h,c])and M=([g2^, c2]). Clearly A7<5."Now let Q = S/M
and we will show that (?=(?».

As in the previous case the generators of Q satisfy the same relations as

the corresponding generators of Qn, and thus the mapping:

a^[g,l]M

b -+ [h, c]M

induces a homomorphism of Qn onto Q. Let byas be an arbitrary element of

Qn, and suppose that byal—>[l, l]A7. Then [ft7g5, cy] EM, and therefore either

41 y and 2B_11 5 or 21 y and 2"-2¡ 5. In either case byas = 1 and so the mapping

is an isomorphism. Hence QnE{Dn}* which completes the proof.

Remark 1. There is a close connection between the closure of a set of

groups as defined above and sets of groups defined by a set of identical rela-

tions. G. Birkhoff [3] has shown that any set of groups closed under the

operations of taking ingroups and unrestricted direct products satisfy a cer-

tain set of identities and conversely the set of groups which satisfy a given

set of identities is closed under these operations. Our notion of closure differs

from that considered by Birkhoff in that we take restricted direct products

only. It is easy to see however that the finite groups contained in the closure

(in the sense of Birkhoff) of a set of finite groups is precisely the closure (in

our sense) of that set.

Remark 2. We call a group-theoretic property inherited if, whenever a

group G has the property, then so do all of its ingroups and if G X 77 has the

property whenever G and 77 have it. Hence the closure of a set of groups can

be thought of as the "Strongest" inherited property that is shared by all of
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the members of the set. In these terms Theorem 1.1 maybe restated as follows:

The groups Qn and 77„ have identical inherited properties for each «.

Definition 1.3. Let {Aa} be the set of proper ingroups of a group G.

G is called an in-direct product if GQ {Aa} *(*).

GQ{Aa}* implies that there exist A, 73G{^a}* such that G^AXB.

The interesting case in this connection is G = H/N with HQA XB. The cases

of G, a subdirect product or a factor group of a direct product are discussed

in detail in [5, pp. 12-18].

Lemma 1.3. Let G — Hx/Nx with Hx a subdirect product of Ax and Bx. Then

there exist factor groups A, 73, 77 and N of Ax, Bx, Hx, and Nx respectively such

that G^H/N, HQA XB and there exist R, S<\H such that:

RC\S = RC\N = Sr\N = 1.

Proof. Since 77i is a subdirect product it follows that there exist subgroups

7?i, Si<77i such that Rxf\Sx = 1. Let (7?in7v"i)U(S1nTv'i) = M. Let N=Nx/M,
H=Hx/M, R = RxM/M and S = SiM/M. Clearly Rr~\N=l since if rmM
= nm'M with r£7?i, m, m!QM and nQN, then r = nm" = nr's'. This follows

from the definition of M. But r' QRxT\NxQM and s'QSxC\NxQM. Hence

rETVi and therefore rQRx(~\NxQM, which implies that rmM=M. In a

similar manner it can be shown that SC\N=1. Since RxC\Sx = l it is clear

that Ri^S= 1 and since RxM/ M^Rx/RxC\M the lemma is proved.

Theorem 1.2. Let G, 77, TV, A, 73, 7?, S be defined as in the lemma above.

Assume in addition that G is not a subdirect product and that G is not isomorphic

to a factor group of A or B. Then G contains a normal abelian p-group.

Proof. Consider the element SC\NR. Since all of these subgroups are

normal RUN may be written as 7?7V or TV7?.

Assume first that NRC\S=1. Since the lattice of normal subgroups of a

group is modular it follows that NVJ(NRr\S)=NRr\NS=N. Now if

NR?*TV and NS?¿TV then NRr*NS and hence 77/TV is a subdirect product. If

NR = TV then G = H/N^H/R/N/R and hence G is isomorphic to a factor

group of A. If NS = N then G = H/N^H/R/N/R and G is isomorphic to a
factor group of 73. Hence if NR(~\S=1 then G is either a subdirect product or

G is isomorphic to a factor group of A. But it is easy to see that NRC\S=1 if

and only if NSC\R=1 if and only if RSC\N= 1. For if RSi\N^l then there
exist r, 5, and n such that rs = n9£l, and hence s = r~~ln and r = ns_1. Note

that r 9a 1 and s^ 1 for otherwise RC\N9£ 1 and ST^Nt6 1 contrary to Lemma

1.3. Hence if Y=NST\R and Z = RSÍ\N then F^l and Z*l.
The lattice diagram in Figure 1 below illustrates the relationships of the

groups that have been discussed above. All of the argument above and some

(4) The referee has pointed out that this notion is equivalent to the idea of a "noncritical"

group given by D. C. Cross in [4].
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of the argument that follows verify that the unions and intersections given

in the diagram are indeed correct.

X = NRfAS

Y = NSÍAR

Z = RSrAN

Figure 1

Xr\Y=(NRr\S)r\(NSr\R)QRnS=i. Applying the same argument to
XC\Z and YC\Z, (i) XÍ\Y=XíAZ= YC\Z = \. By the use of the modular
law we see: XY = (NR r\ S) U (NS ÍA R) = NS C\ [(NR C\ S) U R]
= NSr\NRi~\RS. By symmetry the same result holds for XZ and YZ. Hence

(Ü) XY = XZ = YZ = XYZ.

Ore [6] has shown that under conditions (i) and (ii) the group XY is

abelian.

Consider XY W N = (NS ÍA NRC\ RS) \J N = NS H [N \J (NR C\ S) ]
= NSn[NR(~\(NyjRS)] = NSr\ [NRnNRS] = NSr\NR.AlsoXYr^N
= [NSí\NRíARS]nN=Nr\RS=Z. Therefore RNf\SN/N = XYVJN/N
^XY/XYiAN=XY/Z = XZ/Z^X. Hence we have exhibited a normal sub-

group of H/N = G isomorphic with X, which is abelian. Now if X had com-

posite order, then it would contain two characteristic subgroups with trivial

intersection. Since a characteristic subgroup of a normal subgroup is normal,

it would follow that G is not subdirectly indecomposable. Hence X is a p-

group. This completes the proof of the theorem.

The problem of determining whether or not a given group G is an in-

direct product is a special case of the more general question : Given a set of

groups {A a}, and a group G, what are necessary and sufficient conditions for
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GQ {Aa] *? Three necessary conditions are given below which follow directly

from the definition of closure, or from the theorem quoted in Remark 1.

(1) If GQ[Aa]* then G/Z(G)Q \AJZ(Aa)} *. Hence if G is nilpotent
and [Aa\ is a set of proper ingroups, then the class of G is equal to the class

of A i for some A ,• Q {Aa}.

(2) If GQ {Aa} * then G' Q {A¿ } *. If G is soluble, then the remark above
holds with respect to the derived length of G.

(3) If GQ {Aa\ * then there exists a finite subset of \Aa}, say {73,}, such

that the exponent of G divides the 1cm of the exponents of {73,}. That is,

e(G)\lCmi{e(Bi)}.

2. The problem of determining when an arbitrary group G is an in-direct

product can in some cases be solved by considering G/Z(G). The case of G,

a p-group, will be interesting in this connection since then Z(G)9£i.

Theorem 2.1. Let G be a group, not of class two. If G/Z(G) is a product of

elementwise commuting proper subgroups, then G is an in-direct product.

Proof. Let A and 73 be subgroups of G such that G/Z(G)

= [A/Z(G)][B/Z(G)] with (a, b)QZ(G) for all aQA, bQB. We will show
that G is contained in the closure of the set of groups consisting of A, B and

{a, b) lor all aQA and bQB.

Let 77=A XB X IJo¿eA;!>,€B (°»> bj) and let G* be the subgroup of 77 gener-

ated by the following elements: For each aQA choose the element a*QH

whose component in A is a, in 73 is 1, and in (a,-, bj) is a if a = a< and 1 other-

wise. Similarly choose b* in 77. We will now show that the mapping: a*-+a,

b*—*b induces a homomorphism of G* onto G.

The mapping is clearly onto since G = AB. To demonstrate the homo-

morphism we must show that if u(a*, b*) is any word on the elements of G*

and if o)(a*, b*) = 1 then the corresponding relation u(a, b) = 1 holds in G.

Since the commutators of the form (c, ¿>) with aQA, bQB are in the center

of G it follows that any word u(a*, b*) has ux(a) as its A component, u2(b)

as its 73 component and aeib'j'(ai, bj)fii as its (a¿, bj) component, with e¿ and e¡

the exponent sums of o< and b¡ in ux(a) and u2(b) respectively. Now consider

the (ai, 1) component of w(a*, b*). It must be a? and hence aj*= 1. Similarly

&J' = 1 and therefore (ait b,)ii> = l. But u(a, b) =ux(a)os2(b) JX,, (ff<> W".

Therefore u(a, b) = l.

In order to verify that G is an in-direct product it suffices to show that

(a,-, bj) is a proper subgroup of G for all i,j. But if (a¿, b¡) = G then G/Z(G)

is abelian and G has class two, contrary to hypothesis. This completes the

proof of the theorem.

Corollary 2.2. Let G be a p-group of class n>2. If G = AB with (a, b)

QZ(G) for all aQA, bQB then c(A)=n or c(B)=n.

Proof. It is clear that if GQ{Aa}* then c(G)^c(Aa) for some a. Since
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GE {A, B, (ai, bj)} * for ail aiEA, bjEB and (a,-, b¡) has class two for all i, j
either A or B has class n.

In Theorem 2.1 G was obtained as a homomorphic image of a subgroup

of a direct product. The following is an example of a group satisfying the

hypothesis of the theorem and which cannot be obtained either as a subgroup

of a direct product of proper ingroups or as a factor group of such a direct

product.

Let p be a prime greater than 3, and let A = (ci, a2) with a\ = a* = yp = zp= 1,

(ai, 02) —y, (ai, y) = z, (a2, y) = (ai, z) = (a2, z) = 1. This group has order p* and

class 3. Consider AXADH=([ai, l], [a2, ai], [l, y]). Let G = H/N with

N=([z, z-1]). It is easy to see that G fulfills the conditions given above.

3. We will here consider /»-groups of class two. A group G is of class two

if ÎCG'ÇZ(G). That is, G is nonabelian and G/Z(G) is abelian. Since such

groups are quite similar to abelian groups it is reasonable to expect that an

in-direct product of class two will be decomposable in a rather simple way.

This is indeed the case and a complete characterization of class two groups

which are not in-direct products is obtained.

The following lemmas concerning nilpotent groups will be needed in this

and the following section.

Lemma 3.1(s). If G is nilpotent and N<G then NfAZ(G)Dl.

Lemma 3.2. Let G be a p-group. G is a subdirect product if and only if Z(G)

is not cyclic.

Proof. Assume that Z(G) is not cyclic. Then Z(G) is a noncyclic abelian

group and hence it contains subgroups Ni and N2 different from 1 such that

Nii~\Ni=t. But since every subgroup of Z(G) is normal in G it follows that

Ni, Ni<\G and hence G is a subdirect product.

Conversely, if G contains iVi, N2<\G such that NiiAN2= 1, then it follows

from Lemma 3.1 that Z(G) contains subgroups Mi, M2 different from 1 such

that MiiAMi= 1. Hence Z(G) is not cyclic.

Lemma 3.3(6). Let a, b, cEG. If (a, b) and (a, c) EZ(G), then (a, b)(a, c)
= (a, be) and (a, b)(c, b) = (ac, b). Furthermore (a, b)n = (an, b) = (a, bn) for all

integers n.

Lemma 3.4. If a group G has two subgroups A, B such that G = AB and

ab = ba for all a EA and b EB then G^(A XB)/Nfor some N<lA XB.

Proof. Consider the mapping [a, b]—wb, from A XB into G. It is clearly

a homomorphism since aibia2b2 = aia2bib2.

Lemma 3.5. Let G be a p-group of class two. If G is an in-direct product then

(<>) P. Hall [4, p. 34].'
(«) H. Zassenhaus [2,¡p. 60].
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G is either a direct product, subdirect product, or a factor group of a direct prod-

uct.

Proof. Assume that G is an in-direct product but is not a direct or sub-

direct product. This implies that Z(G) is cyclic and since c(G) =2, G'QZ(G)

so that G' is cyclic. Let Z(G) = (z) with zp" = 1. G' is generated by a product of

commutators each of which is contained in G'. It follows that there exists a

commutator, (a, b), such that G' = ((a, b)). Let o((a, b))=pß. Since G is an

in-direct product it follows that G'Q [A¿ } * where {Aß} is the set of proper

ingroups of G. Since G' is cyclic of order pß there must be an element AxQ {-4M}

such that e(A{) ~=\pß, and A{ is cyclic. Ax cannot be a factor group of G, for if

Ax = G/N then A{ = (G/N)' = G'N/NÇ*G'/GT\N. Lemma 3.1 states that all
normal subgroups of G have a nontrivial intersection with Z(G) and hence

with G'. Hence A{ would have exponent properly smaller than e(G'). There-

fore, there exists Ax, a proper subgroup of G, such that A[ =G'. For A{ ÇG'

and since e(A{) =e(G') and G' is cyclic, A[ =G'. Hence there exist u, vQAx

such that ((«, v)) = A{. Since A[=G' for some 9, (u, v)e — (u>, v) = (a, b). Let

c = ue, d = v and (c, d) = (a, b) =m.

Let A — (c, d). It will now be shown that G must be a factor group of a

direct product. Since A is a proper subgroup of G, there exist elements {gi}

such that G=(c, d, gx, • • ■ , gk), and such that none of the g<'s may be

omitted. Consider 73 = {gx, • • • , gk).

Let (c, gi)=mai for all i=l, • • • , k. It follows from Lemma 3.3 that

(c, d)-"<(c, gi) = (c, d-"')(c, gi) = (c, d-"<gi) = 1. Let g/ =d-°"g.-. Hence (c, g/ ) = 1

for all i. Suppose that (d, gi)=mßi for all i. Therefore (d, c)~ßi(d, gí)

= (<*, c-"'g/) = L Now let gi'=c-ß<g!. Hence (d, g") = l for all i. But if

(c, £<) = 1, then (c, gi') = (c, c~ßigi) = l. Therefore A- permutes elementwise

with the group Bx=(gx', ■ ■ • , gi' ). Since A\JBx = G, ABx = G and they per-

mute elementwise.

Since A is a proper subgroup of G it remains to verify that BXQG. If

73i = Gthenc, d£Z(G), a contradiction. Therefore G is a factor group of A X73,

completing the proof of the lemma.

Theorem 3.1. Let G be a p-group of class two. G is not an in-direct product

if and only if Z(G) is cyclic and G may be generated by two elements.

Proof. If G is not an in-direct product then clearly Z(G) is cyclic. The

fact that G has two generators follows from a result of R. C. Lyndon which

is given in all generality in [5]. This result states that a p-group of class c

which is not an in-direct product may be generated by c elements.

Conversely if G = (a, b) and Z(G) is cyclic then G is certainly not a direct

or subdirect product. Hence if G is an in-direct product it follows from Lemma

3.5 that G = ABJ_ab = ba for all aQA and bQB. Clearly G/^n73^(^/^r\73)
X(B/AC\B) = AXB. If G is generated by two elements then G/^ir\73 is also
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generated by two elements. But G/AiAB is the direct product of A and B.

Therefore A and B are cyclic, and since A(~\BÇZZ(G), G is abelian, a contra-

diction.
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